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About Taia Global 

Taia Global, Inc. is a Delaware corporation registered in 2011 with offices in McLean, VA and 
Port Townsend, WA. Taia Global’s REDACT product is a mix of human and machine intelligence 
that can inform multi-national companies and government organizations of high value digital 
assets that are likely to be targeted by adversary or rival states, mercenary hacker groups, and 
competing enterprises. 

For more information, please visit our website at https://taia.global or contact us toll free (855) 
777-TAIA (8242) or by email: services@taiaglobal.com 
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Executive Summary
A team of Russian hackers gained access to Sony Pictures Entertainment Culver City network 
in late 2014 by sending spear phishing emails to Sony employees in Russia, India and other 
parts of Asia. Those emails contained an attached .pdf document that was loaded with a 
Remote Access Trojan (RAT). Once Sony employees’ computers were infected, the hackers 
used advanced pivoting techniques to gain access to the Sony Pictures Entertainment network 
in Culver City CA where they continue to have access as of today.

The evidence contained in this report suggests two possibilities:
One -  that Russian hackers and North Korean hackers ran separate attacks simultaneously 
against Sony Pictures Entertainment.

Two - that the North Korean government’s denial of involvement in the Sony breach is accurate; 
meaning that they had nothing to do with the Sony attack, that other hackers did, and at least 
one or more of those that did were Russian.

Regardless of which possibility is correct, the attribution made in the Sony case failed to 
differentiate or even acknowledge that more than one state or non-state actor was involved. 

Furthermore, the Data Forensics and Incident Response companies hired by Sony to remediate 
this breach have, to date, failed to do so. 

Sony Pictures Entertainment remains in a state of breach and is actively losing files to Russian 
mercenary hackers.
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General Discussion
“I have every confidence about this attribution, as does the entire intelligence community.” 
- James Comey, Director, FBI .1

“This was North Korea. Let there be no doubt in anyone’s mind.”
- Admiral Michael Rogers, Director, NSA; Commander, U.S. Cyber Command2

On November 21, 2014, a cyber extortion attempt was made against Sony Pictures 
Entertainment (SPE) CEO Michael Lynton . On November 24, SPE discovered that it had lost 3

control of its systems. The FBI was called in and SPE hired FireEye’s Mandiant unit for incident 
response. On December 19, 2014, President Obama officially laid responsibility for the attack 
on the government of North Korea (DPRK) . The Directors of the FBI and NSA have both made 4

public statements affirming the DPRK as the responsible party.

However, Taia Global has recently received evidence that proves that Russian hackers also 
breached Sony and as of this report’s publication date, those hackers still have access to Sony’s 
network. 

This does not rule out North Korea’s involvement however it does raise questions about how 
contradictory evidence presented by numerous researchers and companies including Taia 
Global  was evaluated. Taia Global presented linguistic evidence that indicated the likelihood 5

that Russian hackers were involved, however Taia Global was never contacted by any of the 
investigating agencies, nor Sony, nor any of the companies that it hired for incident response. 

Building upon that linguistic evidence by working with trusted foreign sources, Taia Global is 
now able to confirm that Russian hackers were in Sony’s network and continue to have at-will 
access despite the company’s remediation efforts. 

Since its formation in 2011, Taia Global has nurtured and developed numerous foreign hacker 
contacts with the objective of providing security intelligence to its corporate clients. One of the 
company’s trusted Russian contacts is a black hat hacker who uses the alias “Yama Tough”. 

 http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jan/07/fbi-director-north-korea-source-sony-cyber-attack-james-comey1

http://www.foxbusiness.com/technology/2015/01/09/exclusive-sit-down-with-nsa-director-adm-michael-rogers/2

 Sony Pictures Entertainment (SPE) is a division of Sony Corporation (TYO: 6758; NYSE: SNE). It’s a Japanese 3

company which operates in the United States under the umbrella company Sony Corporation of America.

 http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/20/world/fbi-accuses-north-korean-government-in-cyberattack-on-sony-4

pictures.html

 http://jeffreycarr.blogspot.com/2014/12/linguistic-analysis-proves-sonys.html5
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Yama Tough
Yama Tough is a long-time Russian-born black hat hacker (over 10 years) who has been 
engaged by both the Russian and Ukrainian governments as well as private companies outside 
of Russia. He was responsible for the Symantec source code breach of 2006 (acknowledged by 
Symantec in 2012 ), Innodata Isogen breach of July 2012 , and Russian company SearchInform 6 7

in March, 2014 , just to name a few. His identity is known to the FBI because he has served 8

time in the U.S. prison system for crimes involving hacking and upon his release was deported 
to Russia. 

He has also worked as a contractor for Lt. Col. Bodrov of Ukraine’s Intelligence Service (SVR), 
who is currently in prison after revealing corrupt practices by the Ukraine Prosecutor’s Office. It 
was in response to Taia Global President Jeffrey Carr’s blogging ,  about the plight of Lt. Col. 9 10

Bodrov that Yama Tough agreed to assist Taia Global in tracking down who might have been 
involved in the Sony attack. 

Un-named Russian Hacker (URH)
In mid-January via Jabber, Yama Tough informed Jeffrey Carr that he was able to establish 
contact via IRC chat with one member of the “assault team” responsible for the Sony hack 
hereinafter referred to as “Un-named Russian Hacker (URH). Yama Tough described URH as a 
long-time black hat hacker who does occasional contract work for Russia’s Federal Security 
Service (Federal’naya Sluzhba Bezopasnosti (FSB) .11

As a way of introduction and to establish his bona fides as a member of the team who hacked 
Sony, URH provided Yama Tough with two Excel spreadsheets that were not included in any of 
the earlier Sony data dumps. One week later, URH provided 100MB of Sony data to Yama 
Tough who in turn provided a sampling of six files to Taia Global. After that came several Sony 
emails with dates as late as January 14 and January 23, 2015. It became apparent that URH 
had ongoing access to Sony’s network despite the numerous companies and agencies involved 
in investigating the breach.

Here is a list of the documents and emails that Yama Tough provided to Taia Global. Two 
independent sources with access to the full Sony document dumps have confirmed to Taia 

 “Symantec says hackers stole source code in 2006” by Jim Finkle for Reuters; http://www.reuters.com/article/6

2012/01/17/us-symantec-hackers-idUSTRE80G1DX20120117

https://twitter.com/youranoncentral/status/2239076122850836487

 http://news.softpedia.com/news/Hacktivists-Leak-Data-from-Russian-IT-Security-Company-8

SearchInform-431688.shtml

 “Hacker aids Ukrainian Intelligence Colonel Arrested For Fighting Corruption” by Jeffrey Carr; 11 Jan 2015; http://9

jeffreycarr.blogspot.com/2015/01/hacker-aids-ukrainian-intelligence.html

 “A Ukraine Anti-Corruption Policeman’s Appeal For Justice” by Jeffrey Carr; 14 Jan 2015: http://10

jeffreycarr.blogspot.com/2015/01/hacker-aids-ukrainian-intelligence.html

 Federation of American Scientists: http://www.fas.org/irp/world/russia/fsb/11
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Global that these documents weren’t included. Taia Global has received independent 
confirmation from the author of one of the documents listed that it is indeed authentic. Sony has 
been contacted several times but has not responded to any of Taia Global’s inquiries.

RUSSIAN/UKRAINIAN FILES 
SONY.XLSX (Взаиморасчеты по оплатам  CPT Holdings Inc.)
- Author: o.p____
- Date created: August 6, 2013 12:38 AM
- Printed: Thursday, August 15, 2013 4:44AM

TY2_CURRENT TV SERIES - FULL AVAILS.XLSX (Ukraine TV Sales)
- Last saved by: P___ Y____

U.S. FILES PROVIDED TO TAIA GLOBAL: 

DELUXE BOOKING FORM WITH SONY THEATER ID LIST - REV4.XLS
- Author B___ W___
- Date created November 25, 2014 at 12:03pm
- Printed Sunday, November 30, 2014 at 7:34PM
- Last saved by R___ O___

MOST VIOLENT YEAR.XLS
- Author L___ S___; Company - WestStar Cinemas Inc.
- Date created March 25, 1999 at 11:12AM
- Printed December 10, 2014 at 9:34AM
- Last saved by D___ G___

SONY BOOKING REPORT 12.1.14 0900.XLSX
- Author M___ L____
- Date created December 1, 2014 at 6:03AM
- Last saved by L___ M____

SONY US BOOKINGS 12-5.xlsx
- Author B____ W_____
- Date created Sunday, November 30, 2014 a 6:44PM

WEEKEND EQUALIZER KEYS.XLSX
- Date created November 28, 2014 at 5:02PM
- Last saved by R___ T___
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EMAILS 
- August 23, 2014 from S___ L____
- August 22, 2014 from V___ G____ (forwarded)
- August 23, 2014 from E___ L____
- December 8, 2014 from SPE Employee Communications; Subject: Employee Update
- January 14, 2015 from R____ R____ Subject: Jupiter Ascending Screening Reactions
- January 23, 2015 from B____ P____; Subject: McFARLAND USA Screening Reactions

Sample Documents

Fig.  Deluxe Booking Form with Sony Theater ID list 

The above booking form marked “CONFIDENTIAL - FOR SPR INTERNAL USE ONLY” was 
created on November 25, 2014 and printed on November 30, 2014 by a Vice President at Sony 
Pictures Releasing in Culver City, CA.
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Fig. Exhibitor Screening Evaluation Report for “A Most Violent Year”

The above evaluation form was printed on December 10, 2014 by a film buyer for Carmike 
Cinemas. 

The Attack Chain
URH told Yama Tough that he sent spear phishing emails to Sony employees in Asia and 
Russia and then used an advanced pivoting technique to move inside the SPE network (the 
basic “pivot” is described here ). The email sent by URH and his team members contained 12

a .pdf attachment, which was loaded with a Remote Access Trojan (RAT) that isn’t in any AV 
signature database. 

David Sanger reported  that a Sony system administrator’s credentials were obtained by the 13

attackers after a September spear phishing email which in turn gave them access to the rest of 
Sony’s network however that email and/or its payload was most likely attributed to North Korea 
which means that other spear phishing emails were sent that have not yet been identified.

 http://null-byte.wonderhowto.com/how-to/hack-like-pro-pivot-from-victim-system-own-every-computer-12

network-0149847/

 http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/19/world/asia/nsa-tapped-into-north-korean-networks-before-sony-attack-officials-13

say.html?_r=0
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Attribution to North Korea
“(T)here is another possibility with regard to the Sony hack: that the studio’s networks weren’t 
invaded by a single group but by many, some with political interests at heart and others bent on 
extortion.” - Kim Zetter, Wired (December 17, 2014)

The skepticism surrounding the U.S. government’s attribution case is well-known and was 
presented early on, not only by Taia Global’s Jeffrey Carr  but by Wired journalist Kim Zetter , 14 15

Marc Rogers , Norse Corporation , Graham Cluley , Rob Graham , and others. 16 17 18 19

A frequent response to the possibility that Russians were involved in the Sony hack was that the 
DPRK may have outsourced the work. Outsourcing is done for two primary reasons - to 
establish plausible deniability or because you need help in attacking a hardened network. 
Neither was the case with the Sony hack. The DPRK lost the claim  of plausible deniability after 
their official statement about the film on June 25, 2014 :20

“If the U.S. administration connives at and patronizes the screening of the film, it will invite a 
strong and merciless countermeasure.”

And Sony was anything but a hard target. Its network had been successfully attacked multiple 
times in 2011 by Anonymous, a group known mostly for low level SQL injection and script kiddie 
style attacks. The DPRK, according to South Korean intelligence , had a well-funded, well-21

trained group of hackers for whom Sony would be easy pickings.

The presence of Russians in an attack attributed with the highest confidence of the U.S. 
intelligence community to the DPRK suggests that those who speculated about multiple 
attackers with different agendas were correct. Another option is that the DPRK was telling the 
truth when they denied involvement in the Sony attack.  

 http://jeffreycarr.blogspot.com/2014/12/why-you-should-demand-proof-before.html14

 http://www.wired.com/2014/12/evidence-of-north-korea-hack-is-thin/15

 http://marcrogers.org/2014/12/24/why-attribution-of-north-korea-in-the-sony-case-worries-me/16

 http://blog.norsecorp.com/2014/12/29/ex-employee-five-others-fingered-in-sony-hack/17

 http://grahamcluley.com/2014/12/north-korea-sony-pictures-hack/18

 http://blog.erratasec.com/2014/12/the-fbis-north-korea-evidence-is.html#.VMp_1Xsz05A19

 http://www.kcna.co.jp/item/2014/201406/news25/20140625-23ee.html20

 http://www.wsj.com/articles/sony-hack-shines-light-on-north-koreas-cyber-attackers-141887774021
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The ability to differentiate between attackers, corroboration of technical evidence 
through human sources, and the ability to exclude other actors as the responsible 
parties are all critical to, and frequently missing from, the attribution process. 
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Conclusion
The evidence gathered by Taia Global and presented in this report proves that one or more 
Russian hackers were in Sony Pictures Entertainment’s network at the time of the Sony breach 
and continue to have access to that network today. 

It validates Taia Global’s preliminary linguistic analysis as accurate.

It raises questions about the sources and methods used by Sony’s investigators and the U.S. 
government who failed to identify the Russian hackers involved and to differentiate them from 
the alleged DPRK hackers. 

Taia Global relied upon two novel techniques - a method of linguistic analysis for small data sets 
(see Appendix A) which showed that the attackers were most likely Russian, and the cultivation 
of trusted human sources in Russia and the Commonwealth of Independent States which Taia 
Global has been doing since 2011. Intelligence gained strictly from technical sources like the 
malware that was used, or from the “working hours” of the attackers, can be easily faked. 
Historically, there is an over-reliance upon signals intelligence (SIGINT) to the detriment of 
traditional human intelligence (HUMINT). This report could not have been produced without Taia 
Global’s long-term interest in seeking and building trusted contacts throughout the world. 

Finally, the victim company Sony Pictures Entertainment, who has been relying upon one or 
more cyber security companies for its incident response, is still in a state of breach. Sony 
documents dated as late as January 23, 2015 were provided to Taia Global from Yama Tough’s 
Russian source who appears to have at-will access to the company.
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Appendix A
Background on Stylometry and Authorship Attribution 
In Limited Data Sets
Broadly	  speaking,	  there	  are	  two	  ways	  to	  understand	  the	  authorship	  of	  a	  text	  based	  on	  its	  
language	  (i.e.,	  not	  including	  other	  information	  such	  as	  handwriting,	  IP	  routing,	  etc.).	  	  

The	  @irst	  approach,	  often	  called	  stylometry,	  seeks	  numerical	  measures	  of	  different	  aspects	  of	  
the	  writing	  style,	  such	  as	  the	  frequency	  of	  different	  pronouns,	  the	  number	  of	  nouns	  vs.	  
verbs,	  etc.,	  and	  uses	  them	  to	  distinguish	  different	  styles	  of	  writing	  –	  in	  this	  case,	  between	  
people	  with	  different	  native	  languages	  writing	  in	  English.	  (Today,	  work	  in	  this	  vein	  is	  done	  
using	  computational	  analysis,	  and	  is	  called	  computational	  stylistics.)	  These	  methods	  don’t	  
require	  a	  lot	  of	  human	  work,	  as	  much	  of	  the	  analysis	  can	  be	  done	  using	  computers,	  and	  in	  
fact,	  usually	  must	  be	  done	  by	  computers	  because	  of	  the	  quantities	  of	  data	  that	  are	  analyzed.	  

The	  second	  approach,	  called	  comparative	  or	  contrastive	  analysis,	  looks	  for	  a	  smaller	  number	  
of	  strongly	  indicative	  features,	  with	  a	  strong	  linguistic	  basis.	  These	  methods	  are	  those	  used	  
generally	  in	  forensic	  linguistics	  for	  authorship	  analysis	  (see,	  e.g.,	  http://www.aston.ac.uk/
50/transforming-‐lives/tim-‐grant/).	  These	  methods	  require	  deeper	  use	  of	  human	  linguistic	  
expertise	  to	  @ind	  and	  interpret	  the	  relevant	  features,	  but	  can	  often	  make	  do	  with	  less	  raw	  
data,	  as	  a	  much	  smaller	  number	  of	  features	  give	  much	  clearer	  information.	  

To	  make	  the	  difference	  between	  these	  methods	  more	  concrete,	  suppose	  that	  you	  are	  given	  
the	  task	  of	  determining	  the	  breed	  of	  a	  certain	  dog,	  but	  the	  only	  thing	  you	  are	  told	  given	  was	  
the	  dog’s	  weight.	  Clearly,	  this	  would	  give	  you	  some	  information,	  since	  generally	  Labrador	  
retrievers	  (say)	  are	  larger	  than	  poodles.	  However,	  some	  poodles	  are	  larger	  than	  some	  
Labrador	  retrievers,	  and	  there	  are	  other	  breeds	  of	  similar	  average	  sizes.	  The	  only	  way	  to	  get	  
good	  accuracy	  for	  this	  task	  would	  be	  to	  use	  a	  large	  number	  of	  such	  “weak”	  features	  (such	  as	  
ear	  length,	  fur	  color,	  etc.),	  so	  that	  in	  the	  aggregate	  you	  would	  have	  enough	  evidence	  to	  make	  
a	  reasonable	  attribution.	  This	  is	  analogous	  to	  the	  stylometric	  approach,	  where	  each	  feature	  
gives	  a	  little	  information	  about	  the	  likely	  attribution,	  but	  a	  large	  number	  of	  such	  features	  is	  
needed	  to	  get	  reasonable	  accuracy,	  and	  so	  a	  fair	  amount	  of	  data	  is	  needed	  to	  use	  such	  an	  
approach.	  

The	  contrastive	  analysis	  approach,	  on	  the	  other	  hand,	  is	  analogous	  to	  being	  able	  to	  get	  (at	  
greater	  cost)	  a	  very	  fuzzy	  photo	  of	  the	  dog,	  and	  a	  very	  fuzzy	  movie	  of	  the	  dog	  running.	  
While	  these	  will	  not	  directly	  allow	  accurate	  identi@ication,	  they	  can	  enable	  an	  expert	  to	  rule	  
out	  many	  possible	  breeds	  quite	  accurately,	  and	  so	  narrow	  down	  the	  possibilities	  using	  just	  
a	  few	  pieces	  of	  such	  information.	  For	  linguistic	  attribution,	  this	  method	  requires	  expert	  
linguistic	  analysis	  of	  the	  texts,	  and	  does	  not	  require	  as	  much	  data	  as	  the	  statistical	  
approach.	  On	  the	  other	  hand,	  the	  kinds	  of	  linguistic	  features	  used	  in	  contrastive	  analysis	  
may	  not	  be	  present	  in	  the	  data,	  and	  so	  this	  kind	  of	  analysis	  cannot	  then	  be	  used.	  
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In	  the	  case	  of	  the	  Sony	  hack	  messages,	  the	  quantity	  of	  data	  was	  not	  suf@icient	  for	  statistical	  
approaches	  to	  give	  a	  very	  high	  degree	  of	  accuracy,	  so	  we	  did	  a	  contrastive	  linguistic	  
analysis.	  Fortunately,	  we	  did	  @ind	  a	  number	  of	  distinctive	  features	  in	  this	  analysis,	  and	  so	  
were	  able	  to	  derive	  meaningful	  results	  –	  that	  Russian	  is	  far	  more	  likely	  a	  native	  language	  
than	  Korean	  (and	  that	  Chinese	  and	  German	  are	  vanishingly	  unlikely	  possibilities).	  
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Appendix B
Taia Global White Papers
“Native	  Language	  Identi@ication	  (NLI)	  Establishes	  Nationality	  of	  Sony’s	  Hackers	  as	  Likely	  
Russian”	  

“The	  TRIES	  Framework:	  Counter-‐Reconnaissance	  against	  EaaS	  Threat	  Actors”	  

“SEC	  Risk	  Factor	  Analysis:	  Determining	  the	  Business	  Value	  Of	  Your	  Data	  To	  A	  Foreign	  
Government”	  
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